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3
Which (Old) Ideas on Productivity
Measurement Are Ready to Use?
W. Erwin Diewert
3.1 Introduction
The organizers of this conference gave me two tasks: (1) to review the
paper on the BLS productivity measurement program by Dean and
Harper (ch. 2, this volume), and (2) to suggest which new ideas on produc-
tivity measurement are ready to be embraced by statistical agencies and
implemented in the near future.
I was able to complete the ﬁrst task with admirable eﬃciency: I could
ﬁnd absolutely nothing to criticize in the Dean and Harper paper. They
describe the history of the BLS labor and multifactor productivity (MFP)
programs and indicate where the work is going in the future in an accurate
and entertaining fashion. Of course, the BLS has been the world leader
among statistical agencies in developing MFP measures and in incorporat-
ing new theoretical developments as they become available.
I was not able to complete the second task so eﬃciently. I could not
think of any new ideas on productivity measurement that were ready to be
implemented, but I was able to think of many old ideas that perhaps are.
Thus, the remainder of this chapter concentrates on my second task (with
the word new replaced by the word old).
Before I jump into the content of this chapter, perhaps it would be useful
to remind people of the deﬁnition of productivity. Productivity is the out-
put of a production unit (establishment, ﬁrm, industry, economy) divided
by the input used over a given time period. Productivity growth of a pro-
duction unit is the rate of growth of its output divided by the rate of growth
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obtained by including only a subset of all of the outputs produced and
inputs utilized by the production unit. For example, labor productivity is
output (or value added) divided by labor input, and is a partial productiv-
ity measure because it neglects the contributions of other inputs, such as
capital and land. On the other hand, MFP (or total factor productivity)
includes all outputs produced and inputs utilized by the production unit.
Although labor productivity does have its uses, MFP seems to me to
be the more useful measure of productivity. A rapid growth in a partial
productivity measure could be due to a rapid growth in an omitted input
category and thus could be quite misleading. In the remainder of this chap-
ter, I will concentrate on some of the diﬃculties involved in measuring
MFP.
It turns out that many classes of outputs and inputs are still not being
measured adequately by statistical agencies. Thus, the old main idea that
I would like to suggest to statistical agencies is that more eﬀort should be
put into measuring the major classes of inputs and outputs that produc-
tion units produce and use. In sections 3.2–3.8, I review the main classes
of outputs and inputs that statistical agencies must measure in order to
form accurate measures of MFP for production units, and I discuss some
of the measurement diﬃculties associated with each class. In sections 3.9–
3.11, more esoteric capital inputs are discussed. It would be desirable to
measure these inputs as well, but perhaps the appropriate methodology is
not yet available.
Section 3.12 comments on the “optimal” organization of a statistical
system that would measure MFP with more accuracy. Section 3.13 looks
at the diﬀerence between the eﬃciency of particular production units and
the eﬃciency of the economy as a whole. Section 3.14 concludes with some
observations on the diﬃculties facing statistical agencies in this time of
rapid change.
3.2 Gross Outputs
In order to measure the productivity of a ﬁrm, industry, or economy,
one needs information on the outputs produced by the production unit for
each time period in the sample, along with the average price received by
the production unit in each period for each of the outputs. In practice,
period-by-period information on revenues received by the industry for a
list of output categories is required along with either an output index or a
price index for each output. In principle, the revenues received should not
include any commodity taxes imposed on the industry’s outputs, because
producers in the industry do not receive these tax revenues. The preceding
sentences sound very straightforward, but many ﬁrms produce thousands
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many outputs in service-sector industries are diﬃcult to measure concep-
tually: Think of the proliferation of telephone service plans and the diﬃ-
culties involved in measuring insurance, gambling, banking, and options
trading.
3.3 Intermediate Inputs
Again, in principle, one requires information on all the intermediate
inputs utilized by the production unit for each time period in the sample,
along with the average price paid for each of the inputs. In practice,
period-by-period information on costs paid by the industry for a list of
intermediate input categories is required, along with either an intermediate
input quantity index or a price index for each category. In principle, the
intermediate input costs paid should include any commodity taxes im-
posed on the intermediate inputs because these tax costs are actually paid
by producers in the industry.
The major classes of intermediate inputs at the industry level are materi-
als, business services, and leased capital.
The current input-output framework deals reasonably well in theory
with the ﬂows of materials but not with intersectoral ﬂows of contracted
labor services or rented capital equipment. The input-output system was
designed long ago, when the leasing of capital was uncommon and when
ﬁrms had their own in-house business services providers. Thus there is
little or no provision for business service and leased capital intermediate
inputs in the present system of accounts. With the exception of the manu-
facturing sector, even the intersectoral value ﬂows of materials are largely
incomplete in the industry statistics.
This lack of information means the current input-output accounts will
have to be greatly expanded to construct reliable estimates of real value
added by industry. At present, there are no surveys (to my knowledge) on
the interindustry ﬂows of business services or on the interindustry ﬂows
of leased capital. Another problem is that using present national accounts
conventions, leased capital resides in the sector of ownership, which is
generally the ﬁnance sector. This leads to a large overstatement of the cap-
ital input into ﬁnance and a corresponding underestimate of capital ser-
vices into the sectors actually using the leased capital.
It should be noted that at the level of the entire market economy, inter-
mediate inputs collapse down to only imports plus purchases of govern-
ment and other nonmarket inputs. This simpliﬁcation of the hugely com-
plex web of interindustry transactions of goods and services explains why
it may be easier to measure productivity at the national level than at the
industry level.
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Using the number of employees as a measure of labor input into an
industry will not usually be a very accurate measure of labor input, due to
the long-term decline in average hours worked per full-time worker and
the recent increase in the use of part-time workers. However, even total
hours worked in an industry is not a satisfactory measure of labor input if
the industry employs a mix of skilled and unskilled workers. Hours of
work contributed by highly skilled workers generally contribute more to
production than do hours contributed by very unskilled workers. Hence,
it is best to decompose aggregate labor compensation into its aggregate
price and quantity components using index number theory. The practical
problem faced by statistical agencies is: How should the various categories
of labor be deﬁned? Alternative approaches to this problem are outlined
in Jorgenson and Griliches (1967), BLS (1983), Denison (1985), Jorgenson,
Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987), and Jorgenson and Fraumeni (1989, 1992).
Dean and Harper (ch. 2, this vol.) provide an accessible summary of the
literature in this area.
Another important problem associated with measuring real labor input
is ﬁnding an appropriate allocation of the operating surplus of proprietors
and the self-employed into labor and capital components. There are two
broad approaches to this problem. In the ﬁrst, if demographic information
on the self-employed is available along with hours worked, then an im-
puted wage can be assigned to those hours worked based on the average
wage earned by employees of similar skills and training. Then an imputed
wage bill can be constructed and subtracted from the operating surplus of
the self-employed, and the reduced amount of operating surplus can be
assigned to capital. In the second approach, if information on the capital
stocks utilized by the self-employed is available, then these capital stocks
can be assigned user costs and an aggregate imputed rental can be sub-
tracted from operating surplus; the reduced amount of operating surplus
can then be assigned to labor. These imputed labor earnings can then be
divided by hours worked by proprietors to obtain an imputed wage rate.
The problems posed by allocating the operating surplus of the self-
employedarebecomingincreasinglymoreimportantasthistypeofemploy-
ment grows. As far as we can determine, little has been done in countries
other than the United States to resolve these problems. Fundamentally,
the problem appears to be that the current System of National Accounts
(SNA) does not address this problem adequately.
3.5 Reproducible Capital Inputs
When a ﬁrm purchases a durable capital input, it is not appropriate to
allocate the entire purchase price as a cost to the initial period when the
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across the useful life of the asset. National income accountants recognize
this and use depreciation accounts to do the distribution of the initial cost
over the life of the asset. However, national income accountants are reluc-
tant to recognize the interest tied up in the purchase of the asset as a true
economic cost. Rather, they tend to regard interest as a transfer payment.
Thus the user cost of an asset (which recognizes the opportunity cost of
capital as a valid economic cost) is not regarded by many national income
accountants as a valid approach to valuing the services provided by a du-
rable capital input. However, if a ﬁrm buys a durable capital input and
leases or rents it to another sector, national income accountants regard the
induced rental as a legitimate cost for the using industry. It seems very
unlikely that the leasing price does not include an allowance for the capital
tied up by the initial purchase of the asset; that is, market rental prices
include interest. Hence, it seems reasonable to include an imputed interest
cost in the user cost of capital even when the asset is not leased. Put an-
other way, interest is still not accepted as a cost of production in the SNA,
since it is regarded as an unproductive transfer payment. However, interest
is productive; it is the cost of inducing savers to forego immediate con-
sumption.
The treatment of capital gains on assets is even more controversial than
the national accounts treatment of interest. In the national accounts, capi-
tal gains are not accepted as an intertemporal beneﬁt of production, but
if resources are transferred from a period in which they are less valuable
to one in which they are more highly valued, then a gain has occurred;
that is, capital gains are productive according to this view.
However, the treatment of interest and capital gains poses practical
problems for statistical agencies. For example, which of the following in-
terest rates should be used?
1. An ex post economy-wide rate of return, which is the alternative used
by Christensen and Jorgenson (1969, 1970).
2. An ex post ﬁrm or sectoral rate of return. (This method seems appro-
priate from the viewpoint of measuring ex post performance.)
3. An ex ante safe rate of return, such as a Federal Government one-
year bond rate. (This method seems appropriate from the viewpoint of
constructing ex ante user costs that could be used in econometric models.)
4. An ex ante safe rate, adjusted for the risk of the ﬁrm or industry.
Because the ex ante user-cost concept is not observable, the statistical
agency will have to make somewhat arbitrary decisions in order to con-
struct expected capital gains. This is a strong disadvantage of the ex ante
concept. On the other hand, the use of the ex post concept will lead to
rather large ﬂuctuations in user costs, which in some cases will lead to
negative user costs, which in turn may be hard to explain to users. How-
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ing in value over the period of use, it rose in value to a suﬃcient extent to
oﬀset deterioration. Hence, instead of the asset’s being an input cost to
the economy during the period, it becomes an intertemporal output. For
further discussion of the problems involved in constructing user costs, see
Diewert (1980, 470–86). For evidence that the choice of user cost formula
matters, see Harper, Berndt, and Wood (1989).
The distinction between depreciation (a decline in value of the asset
over the accounting period) and deterioration (a decline in the physical
eﬃciency of the asset over the accounting period) is now well understood
but still has received little recognition in the latest version of the SNA.
A further complication is that our empirical information on the actual
eﬃciency decline of assets is weak. We do not have good information on
the useful lives of assets. The U.K. statistician assumes that machinery
and equipment in manufacturing last twenty-six years on average, while
the Japanese statistician assumes machinery and equipment in manufac-
turing last eleven years on average, see OECD (1993, 13). The problems
involved in measuring capital input are also being addressed by the Can-
berra Group on Capital Measurement, which is an informal working
group of international statisticians dedicated to resolving some of these
measurement problems.
A ﬁnal set of problems associated with the construction of user costs is
the treatment of business income taxes: Should we assume that ﬁrms are
as clever as Hall and Jorgenson (1967) and can work out their rather com-
plex tax-adjusted user costs of capital, or should we go to the accounting
literature and allocate capital taxes in the rather unsophisticated ways that
are suggested there?
3.6 Inventories
Because interest is not a cost of production in the national accounts and
the depreciation rate for inventories is close to zero, most productivity
studies neglect the user cost of inventories. This leads to misleading pro-
ductivity statistics for industries such as retailing and wholesaling, in
which inventories are large relative to output. In particular, rates of return
that are computed neglecting inventories will be too high because the op-
portunity cost of capital that is tied up in holding the beginning of the
period stocks of inventories is neglected.
The problems involved in accounting for inventories are complicated
by the way that accountants and tax authorities treat inventories. These
accounting treatments of inventories are problematic in periods of high or
moderate inﬂation. A treatment of inventories that is suitable for produc-
tivity measurement can be found in Diewert and Smith (1994). These in-
ventory accounting problems seem to carry over to the national accounts
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the real change in inventories has the opposite sign to the corresponding
nominal change in inventories. This seems logically inconsistent.
3.7 Land
The current SNA has no role for land as a factor of production, perhaps
because it is thought that the quantity of land in use remains roughly
constant across time and hence can be treated as a ﬁxed, unchanging fac-
tor in the analysis of production. However, the quantity of land in use by
any particular ﬁrm or industry does change over time. Moreover, the price
of land can change dramatically, so that the user cost of land will also
change over time; this changing user cost will, in general, aﬀect correctly
measured productivity.
Land ties up capital just as inventories do (both are zero-depreciation
assets). Hence, when computing ex post rates of return earned by a pro-
duction unit, it is important to account for the opportunity cost of capital
tied up in land. Neglect of this factor can lead to biased rates of return on
ﬁnancial capital employed. Thus, industry rates of return and total factor
productivity (TFP) estimates may not be accurate for sectors such as agri-
culture that are land intensive.
Finally, property taxes that fall on land must be included as part of the
user cost of land. In general, it may not be easy to separate the land part
of property taxes from the structures part. In the national accounts, prop-
erty taxes (which are input taxes) are lumped together with other indirect
taxes that fall on outputs, which is another shortcoming of the current
SNA.
3.8 Resources
Examples of resource inputs include depletion of ﬁshing stocks, forests,
mines and oil wells; and improvement of air, land, or water environmental
quality (these are resource “outputs” if improvements have taken place
and are resource “inputs” if degradation has occurred).
The correct prices for resource depletion inputs are the gross rents (in-
cluding resource taxes) that these factors of production earn. Resource
rents usually are not linked up with the depletion of resource stocks in the
national accounts, although some countries (including the United States
and Canada), are developing statistics for forest, mining, and oil depletion;
see Nordhaus and Kokkelenberg (1999).
The pricing of environmental inputs or outputs is much more diﬃcult.
From the viewpoint of traditional productivity analysis based on shifts in
the production function, the “correct” environmental quality prices are
marginal rates of transformation while, from a consumer welfare point of
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and Swinand (ch. 14, this volume).
The environmental situation is somewhat analogous to the case of a
government enterprise that is told to provide services at prices well below
marginal cost. In this case, it is useful to have an addendum to the ac-
counts that revalues the subsidized goods and services at market (i.e., con-
sumer) prices; this treatment would also be useful in the case of environ-
mental goods and services. The problem with this suggestion is that it
is much more diﬃcult to estimate the appropriate consumer or producer
environmental prices than it is to estimate the market price of a state sub-
sidised good such as housing. Some techniques that could perhaps be used
to estimate appropriate environmental prices and quantities are engi-
neering studies (for the determination of producer environmental prices);
epidemiological studies (for the determination of consumer environmen-
tal prices); and econometric and statistical techniques (which may also be
useful in determining these producer and consumer environmental prices).
It is likely that environmental prices constructed using the previous
techniques would not satisfy a reproducibility test—that is, diﬀerent re-
source economists and statisticians would not come up with the same
prices. This means that statistical agencies will have to be cautious in pro-
viding environmental accounts.
The above seven major classes of inputs and outputs discussed in sec-
tions 3.2–3.8 represent a minimal classiﬁcation scheme for organizing in-
formation to measure TFP at the sectoral level. Unfortunately, no country
has yet been able to provide satisfactory price and quantity information
on all seven of these classes. To ﬁll in the data gaps, it would be necessary
for governments to expand the budget of the relevant statistical agencies
considerably. This is one area of government expenditure that cannot be
readily ﬁlled by the private sector. Given the importance of productivity
improvements in improving standards of living, the accurate measurement
of productivity seems necessary.
There are also additional types of capital that should be distinguished
in a more complete classiﬁcation of commodity ﬂows and stocks, such
as knowledge or intellectual capital, working capital or ﬁnancial capital,
infrastructure capital, and entertainment or artistic capital. Knowledge
capital, in particular, is important for understanding precisely how process
and product innovations (which drive TFP) are generated and diﬀused. In
the following sections, I will comment on some of the measurement prob-
lems associated with these more esoteric kinds of capital.
3.9 Knowledge Capital
It is diﬃcult to deﬁne what is meant by knowledge capital and innovation.
Ia t t e m p tt od e ﬁne these concepts in the context of production theory.
We think in terms of a local market area. In this area, there is a list of
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and losses that result from price changes (such as those just considered) would be measurable
easily enough by our regular index number technique, if we had the facts; but the gains which
result from the availability of new commodities, which were previously not available at all,
would be inclined to slip through. (This is the same kind of trouble as besets the modern
national income statistician when he seeks to allow for quality changes.) . . . The variety of
goods available is increased, with all the widening of life that that entails. This is a gain
which quantitative economic history which works with index numbers of real income, is ill-
ﬁtted to measure or even describe.”
2. This highlights the important role that business consulting ﬁrms can play in diﬀusing
best-practice technology or organizational techniques into the local economy.
establishments or production units. Each establishment produces outputs
and uses inputs during each period that it exists. Establishment knowledge
at a given time is the set of input and output combinations that a local
establishment could produce during at that given time period t.I ti st h e
economist’s period t production function or period t production possibili-
ties set. Establishment innovation is the set of new input-output combina-
tions that an establishment in the local market area could produce in the
current period compared to the previous period; that is, it is the growth in
establishment knowledge or the increase in the size of the current period
production possibilities set compared to the previous period’s set. Since
the statistical agency cannot know exactly what a given establishment’s
production possibilities are at any moment in time, it will be diﬃcult to
distinguish between the substitution of one input for another within a given
production possibilities set versus an expansion of the production possi-
bilities set; that is, it will be diﬃcult to distinguish between substitution
along a production function versus a shift in the production function.
Note that both process and product innovations are included in this
deﬁnition of establishment innovation. Product innovations lead to addi-
tions to the list of outputs; traditional index number theory is not well
adapted to deal with these additions, but the shadow price technique intro-
duced by Hicks (1940)1 and implemented by Hausman (1997, 1999) could
be used.
Note also that this deﬁnition of establishment innovation includes all
technology transfers from outside the establishment. One could further de-
compose innovations into local ones or global ones. A global innovation
is the invention of a new set of input-output coeﬃcients for the ﬁrst time
in the world; that is, the invention of a brand new product, process, or
method of organization. A local innovation to a given establishment is
merely the application of a global innovation to the local marketplace.
However, local innovations are just as important as global innovations. A
global innovation developed somewhere else in the world is useless to a
local business unit if the new technology is not transmitted or diﬀused to
the local establishment. In my view, the diﬀusion of a new product or
process to the local economy is at least as important as the actual creation
of the new knowledge for the ﬁrst time.2
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edge as time-dependent, ﬁrm-speciﬁc production possibilities sets, it is
extremely diﬃcult to measure knowledge and changes in it (innovation).
Some of the possible input-output combinations that a production unit
can produce are imbedded in its capital equipment and the accompanying
manuals. Other possible combinations of inputs and outputs might be im-
bedded in its patents or the unpublished notes of the scientists that devel-
oped the patents; yet other combinations might be imbedded in the brains
of its workers. However, certain stocks can be measured that will probably
be positively correlated with the size of local knowledge stocks. A science
and technology statistical system should concentrate on collecting infor-
mation on these knowledge related stocks. Some possible candidates for
data collection are
1. stocks of patents (How should these be valued, and what deprecia-
tion rate should be used?)
2. research and development expenditures (How should these be de-
ﬂated and what depreciation rate should be used?)
3. education and training undertaken in the ﬁrm (How should this be
valued?)
4. trade fairs and professional meetings (In the local area only, or
should the fairs and meetings abroad attended by local employees also
be counted?)
5. availability of universities and research labs in the local region
6. stocks of books, journals, blueprints within the ﬁrm
7. availability of local libraries
8. local availability of trade magazines, newspapers, and how-to books
(i.e., availability of local bookstores)
9. availability of mail service
10. availability of Internet services
11. ease of access to business consultants who can tell ﬁrms what best-
practice input-output coeﬃcients look like, then help the business unit to
achieve the best-practice technology
12. participation of the local community in business associations, clubs,
and societies
Obviously, it is very diﬃcult to pin down exactly how knowledge ﬂows
into the local economy. Government regulations can also cause valuable
knowledge ﬂows. For example, my local building code now speciﬁes that
a layer of plastic insulation must be placed below ground-level concrete
ﬂoors when the building is being constructed. This is relatively inexpensive
but is very valuable in preventing loss of heat through the ﬂoor. Also, local
building contractors must be licensed. Firms that sell new technologies ob-
tain mailing lists of contractors from the licensing authority, and the con-
tractors then receive useful information on new products.
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keting in transmitting useful information about new products and technol-
ogies to other business units.
3.10 Infrastructure Capital
Examples of infrastructure capital inputs are roads, airports, harbors,
water supply, electricity supply, sewage disposal, garbage disposal, and
telephone, cable television, and Internet hookups. Many of these stocks
will appear in the list of reproducible capital stocks if privately owned.
However, it still may be useful to distinguish the various types of infra-
structure capital from ordinary structures. Publicly owned roads present
special problems: They provide valuable services to business users but
their price to the users is zero. Here is another example of demand prices’
being quite diﬀerent from supply prices.
There is a connection of infrastructure capital with knowledge capi-
tal. From Adam Smith and Alfred Marshall, we know that the bigger the
market, the more establishments can specialize (i.e., create new local com-
modities). Thus reduction of transportation costs within and outside the
local region can widen the market and reduce the costs of importing
knowledge.
Similarly, a reduction in communication costs can make international
and interregional knowledge more accessible to local establishments. Thus
it seems likely that regions that are “large” and have “good” infrastructure
facilities will have easier access to knowledge stocks, which, in turn,
should lead to higher rates of productivity growth.
3.11 Entertainment or Artistic Capital
Examples of this type of capital include movies, paintings, novels, and
games. Hill (1999) deals with this type of artistic, literary, or cultural cap-
ital. As was the case with the previous three types of capital, the cost of
producing a piece of entertainment capital can be quite unrelated to its
eventual value as a consumer service. Again, we have diﬃcult practical
valuation problems (how much money will the movie Titanic eventually
make?) and diﬃcult conceptual valuation problems (how can we justify a
consumer valuation of the movie when, for productivity purposes, we are
supposed to use a cost-of-production valuation?).
Before moving on to other productivity related topics, I sum up the
previous material on measuring inputs and outputs of a production unit.
Note that most productivity studies use only the information associated
with output category 1 (outputs) and input categories 2 (intermediate in-
puts), 3 (labor), and 4 (reproducible capital). Typically, labor productivity
studies use information from only categories 1 and 3, while many TFP
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these productivity studies are of very limited use. A more meaningful pro-
ductivity study would use information on all categories and use at least
categories 1–6; however, the valuation problems in categories 7–10 are for-
midable, both from the practical and conceptual points of view.
3.12 Productivity and the Organization of the Statistical System
In this section, we comment on the diﬃculties that statistical agencies
may have in piecing together information from very diﬀerent sources in
order to construct multifactor or total factor productivity estimates.
The basic problem is this: Every statistical agency uses diﬀerent surveys
to collect information on the outputs of an industry and on the various
input components. Furthermore, every statistical agency uses diﬀerent sur-
veys to collect information on prices and values.
These separate data-collection surveys do not greatly impede the con-
struction of reasonably accurate price and quantity aggregates for the
components of ﬁnal demand for the economy as a whole, but they do lead
to extremely inaccurate estimates of prices and quantities for industries or
smaller units such as ﬁrms or establishments. In particular, the ﬁrm- or
industry-speciﬁc price indexes that are applied to the ﬁrm’s or industry’s
value components (such as output, intermediate input, labor input, etc.)
will typically be very inaccurate. Hence, the resulting ﬁrm or industry pro-
ductivity measures will be virtually useless.
In the United States the situation is particularly acute, with one or more
agencies collecting value information and another entirely separate agency
collecting price information. The various agencies have separate sampling
frames and, at present, are not allowed even to exchange microinforma-
tion! To an outside impartial observer (i.e., to me), this situation cries
out for reform. The various statistical agencies should be reorganized and
combined into Statistics USA.
Statistics Canada, under the leadership of Phillip Smith, is instituting a
new microdata management plan to manage the data burdens for large
ﬁrms. Each large ﬁrm will have its own Statistics Canada representative,
who will act as the single point of reference for all survey information to
be collected from that ﬁrm. This will reduce respondent burden; but it will
also ensure that the survey information is coherent, so that, for example,
price information is matched up with the corresponding value information.
It should also be mentioned that the national tax authority in Canada
(Revenue Canada) has introduced a single business number for each ﬁrm
in Canada; Statistics Canada will also use this number. I believe that every
statistical agency should monitor the outcome of this experiment, and if it
is successful, should plan to introduce a similar program.
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sources: (1) waste due to the underemployment of available physical resources (e.g., unem-
ployed workers), and (2) waste due to technical ineﬃciency in production. Obviously, the
application of knowledge capital could be useful in diminishing waste (2). Waste (1) results
from market imperfections between the aggregate production sector and the household sec-
tor of the economy.
Many ﬁrms have taken advantage of the low cost of computing and
have detailed data on all their ﬁnancial transactions (e.g., they have the
value of each sale and the quantity sold by commodity). This opens up
the possibility of the statistical agency’s replacing or supplementing their
surveys on, say, prices of outputs, by ﬁrms’ electronic submission to the
statistical agency of their computerized transaction histories for a certain
number of periods. This information would provide the industry or ﬁrm
counterparts to the scanner data studies that have proved to be so useful
in the context of the Consumer Price Index. This information would also
lead to true microeconomic price and quantity indexes at the ﬁrm level
and to accurate ﬁrm and industry productivity indexes.
I turn now to another topic that has not received the attention it de-
serves.
3.13 System-Wide versus Sectoral Productivity Measurement
Individual ﬁrms or establishments could be operating eﬃciently (i.e.,
could be on the frontiers of their production possibilities sets), yet the
e c o n o m ya saw h o l em a yn o tb eo p e r a t i n ge ﬃciently. How can this be?
The explanation for this phenomenon was given by Gerard Debreu
(1951)3: there is a loss of system-wide output (or waste, to use Debreu’s
term) due to the imperfection of economic organization; that is, diﬀerent
production units, although technically eﬃcient, face diﬀerent prices for
the same input or output, which causes net outputs aggregated across pro-
duction units to fall below what is attainable if the economic system as a
whole were eﬃcient. In other words, a condition for system-wide eﬃciency
is that all production units face the same price for each separate input or
output that is produced by the economy as a whole. Thus, if producers
face diﬀerent prices for the same commodity and if production functions
exhibit some substitutability, then producers will be induced to supply
jointly an ineﬃcient, economy-wide net output vector. What are sources
of system-wide waste?
1. industry-speciﬁc taxes or subsidies that create diﬀerences in prices
faced by production units for the same commodity; for example, an
industry-speciﬁc subsidy for an output or a tax on the output of one indus-
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of the latter is a gasoline tax)
2. tariﬀs on imports or subsidies, or taxes on exports
3. union-induced wage diﬀerentials across ﬁrms for the same type of
labor service
4. monopolistic or monopsonistic markups on commodities by ﬁrms, or
any kind of price discrimination on the part of ﬁrms
5. imperfect regulation
6. a source of commodity price wedges related to imperfect regulation:
the diﬃculty that multiproduct ﬁrms have in pricing their outputs, partic-
ularly when there are large ﬁxed costs involved in producing new (or old)
products (see Romer 1994)
Diewert and Fox (1998, 1999) further explore the problems of pricing new
products, particularly when there is high inﬂation and the historical cost-
accounting techniques for pricing products break down.
On the problem of imperfect regulation, it is very diﬃcult for govern-
ment regulators to set “optimal” prices for the commodities that are regu-
lated (recall my earlier discussion of the diﬃculties involved in determining
what the appropriate prices for environmental “bads” should be). If the
regulators are unable to determine the optimal prices for regulated com-
modities, the other producers that use the regulated outputs as inputs will
generate system-wide waste. Examples of imperfect regulation might in-
clude marketing boards; telecommunications; airlines; environmental pro-
tection and health and safety regulations; regulation of labor markets,
including the collective bargaining framework; regulation of the radio-
television spectrum; and municipal zoning and building-code regulations.
Another source of market imperfections between economic agents might
be the legal system: Are property rights well deﬁned and enforceable? If
not, the resulting uncertainty prevents the market from assigning a deﬁnite
value to the asset or resource under dispute and will generally prevent the
asset from being utilized in its most proﬁtable use.
A ﬁnal source of price wedges between economic agents is the existence
of widespread bribery and corruption. A bribe has roughly the same eﬀect
as an uncertain tax on a transaction, and will create distortion wedges
between business units.
The main message I want to convey in this section is that even if an
individual production unit is eﬃcient, ineﬃcient economic institutions, in-
appropriate government taxation policies, and monopolistic behavior on
the part of ﬁrms or unions can create a system-wide loss of productive
eﬃciency. Thus, in addition to the sources of productivity growth that are
due to new knowledge and innovation and the diﬀusion of knowledge to
the business units in the local marketplace, further sources of productivity
gain can arise from the elimination of pricing wedges.
98 W. Erwin Diewert4. Boskin (1997) also makes this point (and many other interesting points as well).
5. There is also the associated problem of ﬁrms’ changing their product mix enough to
shift them from one industry to another. This makes it diﬃcult, if not impossible, to calculate
accurate productivity growth rates for the two aﬀected industries over the period when the
switch takes place.
6. For additional material on the diﬃculties that seasonal commodities create (particularly
in high inﬂation situations), see Hill (1996) and Diewert (1998, 1999).
3.14 Additional Problems Statistical Agencies Face
Statistical agencies face increasingly diﬃcult problems in providing in-
dexes of real output and input, which are the basic ingredients for comput-
ing productivity growth.4 The amount of resources devoted to research
and the development of new products is probably greater than ever before.
Moreover, improvements in communication mean that this new knowl-
edge can diﬀuse into the local economy faster than ever before. Traditional
index number theory assumes that the set of commodities being aggre-
gated is constant and unchanging over time; thus, strictly speaking, tradi-
tional index number theory is not applicable in this New World of ever-
increasing choice sets. There is a lack of comparability of the set of com-
modities that exist in the current period with the set that existed in the
previous period.
Most OECD economies are experiencing an increase in self-
employment and an increase in the formation of new business units. The
entrance of new ﬁrms and the exit of old ﬁrms again create problems for
productivity statistics: The traditional methodology assumes an unchang-
ing set of business units.5 Thus, again, there is a lack of comparability: The
set of ﬁrms and business units that exists in the present period is diﬀerent
from the set of ﬁrms that existed in the previous period.
When one examines the range of individual commodities produced by
diﬀerent ﬁrms in the same industry, one is struck by the tremendous
amount of heterogeneity in the composition of these outputs. This hetero-
geneity makes comparisons of real output and productivity across ﬁrms
somewhat dubious because their outputs may not be comparable.
Finally, the existence of seasonal commodities, on the lists of both in-
puts and outputs, again makes it diﬃcult to compare this month’s output
or productivity with the previous month’s. If a commodity produced this
month was not produced at all in the previous month, between-month
comparisons of output and productivity become meaningless.6
Thus, statistical agencies increasingly face the problem of a lack of com-
parability when they construct their estimates of business real output, in-
put, and productivity. In addition, in sections 3.2–3.11, we saw that statis-
tical agencies face many diﬃcult conceptual measurement problems, in
which reasonable statisticians could come up with quite diﬀerent answers
to these problems. These diﬃculties mean that it is increasingly diﬃcult
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would construct the same aggregate, given identical disaggregated information sets. The idea
of this test dates back to the early accounting literature.
for agencies to construct reproducible estimates of real output, input, and
productivity.7 Unfortunately, I do not see any easy solution to these mea-
surement problems on the horizon.
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